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Abstract
In this paper, we present a new algorithm for maintaining linear sketches in turnstile streams with
faster update time. As an application, we show that log n Count sketches or CountMin sketches with
a constant number of columns (i.e., buckets) can be implicitly maintained in worst-case O(log0.582 n)
update time usingO(log n) words of space, on a standard word RAM with word-sizew = Θ(log n). The
exponent 0.582 ≈ 2ω/3−1, where ω is the current matrix multiplication exponent. Due to the numerous
applications of linear sketches, our algorithm improves the update time for many streaming problems in
turnstile streams, in the high success probability setting, without using more space, including `2 norm
estimation, `2 heavy hitters, point query with `1 or `2 error, etc. Our algorithm generalizes, with the
same update time and space, to maintaining log n linear sketches, where each sketch
1. partitions the coordinates into k < logo(1) n buckets using a c-wise independent hash function for
constant c,
2. maintains the sum of coordinates for each bucket.
Moreover, if arbitrary word operations are allowed, the update time can be further improved toO(log0.187 n),
where 0.187 ≈ ω/2−1. Our update algorithm is adaptive, and it circumvents the non-adaptive cell-probe
lower bounds for turnstile streaming algorithms by Larsen, Nelson and Nguyeˆn (STOC’15).
On the other hand, our result also shows that proving unconditional cell-probe lower bound for the
update time seems very difficult, even if the space is restricted to be (nearly) the optimum. If ω = 2,
the cell-probe update time of our algorithm would be logo(1) n. Hence, proving any higher lower bound
would imply ω > 2.
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1 Introduction
Linear sketching has numerous applications in streaming algorithms (to list a few [AMS99, CCF04, Ind06,
Li08, KNW10]), especially for turnstile streams [Mut05]. In the turnstile streaming model, the data structure
wants to maintain a vector ν ∈ Zn, under updates of form (u,∆) for u ∈ [n] and ∆ ∈ Z, which changes
νu to νu + ∆. Each entry νi’s is usually assumed to be bounded by poly n at any time. Occasionally,
the data structure must answer queries about ν. Special cases of turnstile streams include the incremental
streams (∆ = 1) and singleton insertions and deletions (∆ = ±1). For turnstile streams, a linear-sketching
streaming algorithm maintains a vector Aν in memory, for some random (but carefully sampled) matrix
A ∈ Zs×n and s n, such that the (much shorter) vector Aν provides sufficient information to answer the
queries with good probability. Due to the nature of linear transformations, the updates can be maintained
easily. To handle an update (u,∆), the algorithm simply computes ∆ · Leu, and adds it to Aν, where eu is
the u-th unit vector.
However, one single instance of linear sketch is often not very reliable, e.g., one basic Count sketch [AMS99,
CCF04] could only provide a constant approximation of x’s second moment (‖x‖22) with a (small) constant
probability. The standard approach to boost the reliability, say to 1/n2 failure probability, is to maintain
O(log n) independent sketches, i.e., independently sample O(log n) A (or equivalently, sample a taller A
with log n times more rows). This approach would naturally cause a blowup in the space by a factor of
log n, as well as a slowdown in the update time. It was shown by Jayram and Woodruff [JW13] that the
space blowup is necessary, however, it is unclear if one also needs to pay the log n factor in the update time.
The update time could sometimes be even more important than the space [LNN15], since the updates can
arrive from the data stream at an extremely high rate (e.g., see [TZ12]). A single instance of the linear sketch
usually occupies logarithmic or less space, an extra log n factor is often acceptable. However, if the update
processing speed does not at least match the rate at which the updates in the stream arrive, the whole system
might fail.
In linear-sketch based algorithms, the space is proportional to the number of rows in A, and the update
time is proportional to the column sparsity, which is the number of non-zero entries in each column (since
we only need to update the non-zero entries in ∆ · Aeu). Hence, one conceivable and common approach
to speed up the update time is to use a more sparse A. Unfortunately, this approach is known to have
limitations. Larsen, Nelson and Nguyeˆn [LNN15] proved that A cannot have few rows and be column
sparse at the same time for several turnstile streaming problems. In fact, they showed tradeoffs between
update time and space for the more general non-adaptive data structures. That is, the memory locations
written or read during each update, can only depend on the updated index u and the random bits (but not
the memory contents of the data structure). Note that all linear-sketch based algorithms are non-adaptive.
Their lower bounds also apply to cell-probe data structures, i.e., the above lower bounds hold even if we
only count the number of memory words read or written by the data structure. For the problems considered
in [LNN15], all known solutions use non-adaptive update algorithms. Hence, in order to obtain faster update
times, we would require a completely new strategy.
1.1 Our results
We propose a generic solution for efficiently maintaining linear sketches using fast matrix multiplication,
and apply it to a large class of streaming problems, including the problems discussed in [LNN15]. Our new
algorithm is adaptive, and hence, it circumvents the previous non-adaptive lower bound.
Our algorithm applies to any linear sketches of the following form:
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1. partition all coordinates [n] into k buckets using a c-wise independent hash function h for some
constant c;1
2. maintain the sum
∑
u:h(u)=b νu for each bucket b ∈ [k] (equivalently, so far A has k rows, and each
column has exactly one 1 in a c-wise independently chosen row);
3. repeat T times independently.
Denote such a linear sketch by lin-skt(k, c, T ). Maintaining a lin-skt(k, c, T ) using the straightforward ap-
proach takes O(kT ) words of space and has O(T ) update time. When k is small, the corresponding matrix
A is dense. It is worth noting that the celebrated Count sketch [CCF04] and the CountMin sketch [CM05]
both have this form.2 These two linear sketches have wide applications to many streaming problems, in-
cluding `2 norm estimation, `1 heavy hitters, `2 heavy hitters, point query with `1 error, point query with `2
error, etc.
In this paper, we present a direct improvement on the update time of lin-skt(k, c, T ) for small k, without
using more space. In particular, when k < logo(1) n and T = Θ(log n), our algorithm has the following
guarantees.
Theorem 1. For any problem that admits a lin-skt(k, c, T ) linear sketch solution, where k < logo(1) n is a
power of two, and T = O(log n), there is an algorithm that
• uses O(k log n) words of space,
• has worst-case update time O(log0.582 n), and
• additive extra query time O(log1.582 n)
on a standard word RAM with word-size w = Θ(log n), where the exponent 0.582 ≈ 2ω/3 − 1, and
ω is the current matrix multiplication exponent. Moreover, if we allow arbitrary w-bit word operations,
the update time and extra query time can be further reduced to O(logω/2−1+o(1) n) = O(log0.187 n) and
O(logω/2+o(1) n) = O(log1.187 n) respectively.
As an application, our theorem implies that
• one can maintain a constant approximation of the `2 norm of ν with probability 1 − 1/nO(1) using
O(log n) words of space and worst-case update time O(log0.582 n);
• one can construct a data structure for nonnegative ν using O(log n) words of space and worst-case
update time O(log0.582 n), supporting point queries with n−O(1) failure probability and `1-error guar-
antees, i.e., given an index i ∈ [n], the data structure returns νi±0.1‖ν‖1 with probability 1−1/nO(1).
Assuming one can do arbitrary word operations, the update times are further reduced to O(log0.187 n). It is
worth noting that the lower bound by Larsen, Nelson and Nguyeˆn asserts that any nonadaptive cell-probe
data structure (even if we only count the number of memory accesses at the update time) for the above two
problems must have update time at least Ω˜(
√
log n) if one uses poly log n space. Hence, our new streaming
algorithm “breaks” their lower bound by using adaptivity in the update algorithm.
1Most streaming algorithms need no more than constant-wise independence.
2The Count sketch assigns c-wise independent ±1 random weights to each coordinate, and maintains the weighted sum. One
may view all +1 coordinates forming one bucket and the −1 coordinates forming another bucket. Then the query algorithm may
manually subtract the sums of the two buckets to obtain the weighted sum.
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Figure 1: Trade-off between the exponent of the query time and update time in our algorithm in the word
RAM model, from combining Theorems 1 and 4 below with the best known algorithm for rectangular matrix
multiplication [GU18].
It turns out the only non-standard w-bit word operation needed to get O(log0.187 n) update time is to
multiply two w1/2 by w1/2 0-1 matrices. We refer to a word RAM equipped with this matrix multiplication
operation as a word RAMMM (see Section 2.2.2).
Our new algorithm improves the update time by implicitly maintaining the linear sketch. Hence, in
order to answer a query, one would need to first preprocess the data structure to recover the sketches. It
may cause a slower query time by having a preprocessing stage with O(log1.582 n) time. Some applications
may have a very slow query time to begin with (e.g., `1 heavy hitters [CM05]), in which case, the additive
O(log1.582 n) time is insignificant. However, for applications with O(log n) query time (e.g., point query
with `1 error [CM05]), the preprocessing time becomes the bottleneck.
To allow for a faster query time for those problems, we further provide a smooth tradeoff between the
update time and the extra query time (see Figure 1). In particular, the other end of this tradeoff curve is
an algorithm with log0.844 n update time and log1+o(1) n extra query time. To the best of our knowledge,
in every application, the query algorithm needs to spend at least a constant time on each of the O(log n)
sketches, the query time was already at least Ω(log n). This tradeoff point almost does not slow down the
query time, while it still improves the update time non-trivially.
Theorem 2. For any problem that admits a lin-skt(k, c, T ) linear sketch solution, where k < logo(1) n is a
power of two, and T = O(log n), there is an algorithm that
• uses O(k log n) words of space,
• has worst-case update time O(log0.844 n), and
• additive extra query time O(log1+o(1) n)
on a standard word RAM with word-size w = Θ(log n), where the exponent 0.844 ≈ 1− α/2, and α is the
current dual matrix multiplication exponent.
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To obtain the faster update time, our new algorithms use the following simple observation that connects
the worst-case update time to the running time of a computation problem.
Proposition 1 (informal). For any streaming algorithmA that usesO(S) words of space, if one can perform
O(S) updates in O(tbu) time and O(S) words of (extra) space, then A can be simulated using O(S) words
and O(tbu/S) worst-case update time.
As a byproduct, we obtain a “hardness result for proving hardness.” The above proposition implies that
proving any super constant update time lower bound, even assuming that the data structure uses optimal
space up to a constant factor, would result in a super linear time lower bound for linear space algorithms
solving some computation problem in the RAM model, which seems beyond the scope of our current tech-
niques. In particular, Theorem 1 implies that proving any log n lower bound for any problem that admits
a lin-skt(O(1), O(1), log n) solution would imply a non-trivial lower bound for matrix multiplication. We
note that although all computational problems admit linear time algorithm in the cell-probe model, Propo-
sition 1 does not imply a streaming algorithm with faster update time in the cell-probe model. We also note
that recently, Dvir, Golovnev and Weinstein [DGW19] proved a hardness result for proving space-query time
tradeoff lower bounds, but with less “severe” consequences. See more discussions in the next subsection.
1.2 Our technique
The key steps that lead to the improved update time are
• observing that handling a batch of B updates in o(B ·T ) time implies an o(T ) worst-case update time
algorithm;
• designing a faster batch update algorithm for linear sketches.
As a running example, let us focus on lin-skt(2, 2, log n), i.e., we partition [n] into two buckets using pair-
wise hash families, maintain the sum of each bucket, and repeat T = log n times independently. Note that
the straightforward implementation takes O(log n) space and update time.
HandlingB updates in o(BT ) = o(B log n) time naturally implies an algorithm with o(log n) amortized
update time: temporarily store each update in a buffer of size B, and handle the updates all at once for every
B updates. By applying a trick similar to global rebuilding of Overmars [Ove83], we show that a faster
batch update algorithm also leads to lower worst-case update time. To this end, we store two buffers each
of size B, one of which is the active buffer. We assume that the first buffer is active in the beginning. The
new updates are always appended to the active buffer. Then after B updates, the active buffer becomes full.
Now we switch the second buffer to be active, and in the next B updates, we fill up the second buffer while
gradually flushing the first buffer. That is, if there is an O(Btu) time algorithm handling all B updates, we
are going to simulate it for O(tu) steps in each of the next B updates. Therefore, when the second buffer
becomes full again, we will have already emptied the first buffer, and now we can switch the first buffer
back to active and start to flush the second buffer. Each update takes O(tu) time in worst case. We present
the details in Section 3. Note that this reduction does not work for cell-probe algorithms, because it requires
us to simulate the algorithm for a small number of steps in each update. Such simulation is only possible on
a RAM for a RAM algorithm, but not possible in the cell-probe model for a cell-probe algorithm.
For lin-skt(2, 2, log n), the space usage is O(log n) words. Hence, we can afford to set B = log n
without using more space (except for a constant factor). We then show that log n updates can be applied
all together in o(log2 n) time. Each update (u,∆) adds the u-th column of A multiplied by ∆, to Aν.
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Thus, log n updates add the sum of log n columns multiplied by (possibly different) numbers. To compute
this sum, it suffices to multiply a log n by log n 0-1 matrix, where each column is a column in A, by a
log n-dimensional vector with log n-bit entries, where each entry is a ∆.
The task is boiled down to the following: a) given log n indices u ∈ [n], compute for each u, the u-th
column in A, which reduces to evaluating log n pairwise independent hash functions for each u; b) compute
the above matrix-vector product. We show that for a carefully chosen pairwise hash family, both parts can
be reduced to log n× log n× log n 0-1 matrix multiplications.
Finally, we show that this matrix multiplication can be computed in log2ω/3 n time on a word RAM with
word-size w = log n, and logω/2 n time on a word RAMMM, where ω < 2.373 is the current matrix multi-
plication exponent, using O(log n) words of space.3 We do this by combining the usual recursive approach
to designing fast matrix multiplication algorithms, together with larger-than-usual base cases which can be
multiplied in constant time using word operations. In the word RAM model, this involves packing many
short vectors into two words so that, when the words are multiplied as integers, the pairwise inner products
between those vectors can be read off from the result.
The extra query time of the above algorithm is O(log2ω/3 n) = O(log1.582 n) time, since we will have
to complete the buffer-flushing algorithm, before the actual query algorithm can be launched. To reduce the
extra query time, we reduce the buffer size, so that flushing the buffer takes only log1+o(1) n time. The above
arguments still apply, but now, the problem is reduced to rectangular matrix multiplication. The buffer size is
reduced sufficiently so that the three dimensions in the matrix multiplication problem are very imbalanced.
Finally, we present an algorithm that multiplies w×wθ ×w 0-1 matrices in w1+o(1) time for some constant
θ > 0, which is almost linear in the output size.
1.3 Organization
In Section 3, we present the connection between computing batch update efficiently and faster worst-case
update time. In Section 4, we present how to do the batch update using matrix multiplication. In Section 5,
we present the matrix multiplication algorithms for small matrices.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation
Throughout this paper, we write O˜ to hide poly log log(n) multiplicative factors, so O˜(T ) = T ·poly log log n
and O˜(1) = poly log log n. When q is a power of a prime, we write Fq for the finite field of order q. For
n ∈ N, we write [n] := {1, 2, . . . , n}.
2.2 Model of Computation
We focus in this paper on the word RAM model of computation [FW90]. In the model for word size w
(typically we pick w = Θ(log n) where n is the input size), the algorithm has random access to words of
memory, each of which stores w bits. An algorithm is allowed to perform any “standard” word operations,
which only take as input a constant number of words, in constant time. Of course, the efficiency of an
algorithm can vary depending on what word operations are considered standard; here we consider two
options.
3Note that the input and output sizes are both O(logn) words.
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2.2.1 Standard word RAM
In the first option, which we will call the word RAM model, we only allow for the following “simple” word
operations: +,−,×, /, bit-wise AND, OR, XOR, negation, and bit-shifts.4 This is the most basic definition
of the word RAM model used in the literature, and as these operations are so standard, that algorithms
designed in this model should be implementable in any word RAM architecture. Nonetheless, many more
complicated operations are known to require only O˜(1) time as well, by combining the simple operations in
clever ways. We will make use of the following operations from past work:
Proposition 2 ([BMM97, Proposition 1]). For any fixed permutation pi on m symbols, given a bit vector
x[1]x[2] · · ·x[m], we can compute the permutation x[pi(1)]x[pi(2)] · · ·x[pi(m)] in time O˜(dm/we).
Proposition 3 ([AH74, Theorem 8.7]). Given two polynomials f, g ∈ F2[z] of degree at most w, we can
compute f(z) · g(z) and f(z) (mod g(z)) in time O˜(1).
Therefore, if we represent each field element in F2w as a degree-w polynomial f(z), and encode it by
writing down the coefficients, then any field operation can be computed in O˜(1) time.
2.2.2 Word RAMMM
In the second option, which we call the word RAMMM model, an algorithm is additionally allowed to
multiply any two matrices over Z which each fit into a single word as a single word operation. For instance,
the algorithm could multiply two
√
w×√w matrices whose entires areO(1)-bit integers in O˜(1) time. This
model is not necessarily unrealistic: in practice, engineers may design specific hardware to handle certain
important word operations in order to speed up algorithms, and in particular, there has been substantial work
on hardware for the fast multiplication of small matrices (see e.g. [FSH04, Fuj08, Mni09, LKC+10]).
That said, this model is particularly interesting from a theoretical perspective, because of its relationship
with the cell-probe model. Lower bounds against streaming algorithms are typically proved in the cell-probe
model, in which an algorithm is only charged for accessing words of memory, and not for any computation
on the contents; the word RAMMM model is still weaker than the cell-probe model. We will show that a
lin-skt(2, 2, log n) linear sketch can be maintained with O(wω/2−1) update time and O(wω/2) query time in
the word RAMMM model, where ω is the matrix multiplication constant5. If ω = 2 then this would result
in O˜(1) update time and O˜(w) query time. Hence, any cell-probe lower bounds for this problem could have
substantial implications in arithmetic complexity theory.
3 Reduction to Batch Problem
Consider a dynamic problem P with updates U (and queries Q) on word RAM with word-size w. For now,
let us assume each update can fit in one word, i.e., |U| ≤ 2w. Let S be the minimum number of words
required to solve P . In the following, we show that an algorithm that handles a batch of updates can be
transformed into a data structure with worst-case update time.
More specifically, fix a data structure D for P that uses S words of space and has query time tq, and
consider the following computational problem.
4In fact, multiplication can be replaced with just bit-shifts, and multiplication can still be performed in O˜(1) time [BMM97].
5Here we are using the ‘usual’ definition of ω, in terms of the size of an arithmetic circuit for performing matrix multiplication.
Matrix multiplication can be performed faster than this in the cell probe model, but as discussed in Section 1.2, it is not evident how
to use this in conjunction with our approach to design a faster cell probe algorithm.
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Batch-UpdateDB: Given a memory state M of D and B updates u1, u2, . . . , uB ∈ U , compute
the new memory state after all B updates are applied in the order. If D is randomized, sample a
new memory state according to the distribution defined by D.
Note that the input length of this problem is O(S + B) words. The following theorem asserts that if the B
updates can be handled in a batch efficiently, then P has a solution with worst-case update time.
Proposition 1 (restated). For any B ≤ O(S), if there is a RAM algorithmA that solves Batch-UpdateDB in
time tbu and space O(S) words, then there is a data structure for P that
• uses O(S) words of space,
• has worst-case update time O(tbu/B), and
• worst-case query time O(tbu + tq).
In particular, the contrapositive implies if the update time must be super constant, then Batch-UpdateDB
has no linear time algorithm on RAM.
Proof. To construct a data structure with fast update time, the natural idea is to buffer the updates and handle
the updates in a batch using A. The update time would then be O(tbu/B) amortized. However, it turns out
that a simple trick can deamortizes it.
We will use two buffers buf0 and buf1, both of size B. Each time we receive an update, it is put into
buf0. Once buf0 becomes full, we are going to put the subsequent updates into buf1, while at the same time
we gradually flush the first buffer buf0. That is, each time we receive a new update, it is put into buf1, then
we simulate A, which handles all B updates in buf0 in tbu time, for O(tbu/B) steps.6 Since buf1 can hold
another B updates, we will be able to finish simulating A before it gets full. Once buf1 becomes full, we
will switch the roles of the two buffers: put the subsequent updates into buf0 and gradually flush buf1 using
A. To answer a query, it suffices to finish flushing the buffer, and then run the query algorithm of D. See
Figure 2 for details.
Since A uses O(B) words of space, the total space usage is O(B). The update time is O(tbu/B) in
worst-case, and the query time is O(tbu + tq).
4 Update Efficient Streaming Algorithm
In this section, we present our update-efficient streaming algorithm for lin-skt(k, c, T ), and prove Theo-
rem 1.
Theorem 1 (restated). For any problem that admits a lin-skt(k, c, T ) linear sketch solution, where k <
logo(1) n is a power of two, and T = O(log n), there is an algorithm that
• uses O(k log n) words of space,
• has worst-case update time O(log0.582 n), and
6Note that a RAM algorithm uses only O(1) registers, including a pointer to the line of code it is currently executing. Hence,
with an extra counter, one can run a RAM algorithm for a certain number of steps and pause. Next time, we may continue from
there.
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memory:
1. M : memory state of D, initialized according to D // S words
2. buf0, buf1: two initially empty buffers that each can store up to B updates // B words each
3. b: indicate the active buffer, initially set to 0 // 1 bit
4. temp: the working memory of A // O(S) words
update(u): // handle an update u ∈ U
1. append u to bufb
2. if bufb is full then
3. b← 1− b
4. start a new instance of background update()
5. if background update() has not terminated then
6. simulate background update() for O(tbu/S) steps
background update():
1. reset temp
2. run A on (M , buf1−b) and obtain new memory state M ′
3. copy M ′ to M
4. empty buf1−b
query(q): // handle a query q ∈ Q
1. if background update() has not terminated then
2. finish background update()
3. b← 1− b
4. background update()
5. run the query algorithm of D
Figure 2: Data structure for P with O(tbu/B) worst-case update time and O(S) space.
• additive extra query time O(log1.582 n)
on a standard word RAM with word-size w = Θ(log n), where the exponent 0.582 ≈ 2ω/3−1, and ω is the
current matrix multiplication exponent. Moreover, the algorithm can be implemented on a word RAMMM
with the update time and extra query time O(logω/2−1+o(1) n) = O(log0.187 n) and O(logω/2+o(1) n) =
O(log1.187 n) respectively.
To prove the theorem, we first apply Proposition 1 and set the buffer size B = log n, and reduce the
problem to applying log n updates in batch. It turns out that to apply log n updates, it suffices to
1. evaluate log n c-wise independent hash families on all log n updated indices, and
2. compute a matrix-vector product, where the matrix is a log n × log n binary matrix, and the vector
has log n dimensions with log n-bit numbers in the entries.
In the subsections below, we show that both tasks can be done efficiently using fast matrix multiplication
for small matrices.
Lemma 1. For any constant c ≥ 2, there is a c-wise independent hash family hs : {0, 1}w → {0, 1} for
s ∈ {0, 1}cw, such that given w seeds s1, . . . , sw and w inputs u1, . . . , uw, one can compute w w-bit strings
v1, . . . , vw in O(w1.582) time and O(w) words of space, such that vi stores the w hash values of ui, i.e., the
j-th bit of vi is equal to hsj (ui) for all i, j ∈ [w]. Moreover, the running time can be reduced to O(w1.187)
on a word RAMMM.
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Lemma 2. Given as input a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}w×w and a vector v ∈ Zw of w-bit integers, one can compute
the product Av in O(w) words of space and time O(w1.582) on a word RAM, and in time O(w1.187) on a
word RAMMM.
Now, we proof Theorem 1 using the above lemmas.
Proof of Theorem 1. We first design a fast batch update algorithm, which handles w = log n updates to
lin-skt(k, c, log n) in O(w1.582) time on a word RAM. The algorithm is given as input, a memory state
of lin-skt(k, c, log n) and w updates (u1,∆1), . . ., (uw,∆w). By definition, lin-skt(k, c, w) uses w c-wise
independent hash functions h1, . . . , hw : [n] → [k], and stores the random seeds, as well as kw counters:∑
u:hj(u)=b
νu for each j ∈ [w] and b ∈ [k]. To perform the batch update, we first compute for all i, j ∈ [w],
which of the kw counters ∆i needs to be added to.
To this end, we use the c-wise independent hash family and the batch evaluation algorithm in Lemma 1.
Note that Lemma 1 only considers such hash functions with one bit output. To apply to our problem, we
apply the lemma on each of the log k output bits, since k is a power of two. Therefore, in O(w1.582) time,
we compute for every ui, log k bit-strings v′i,1, . . . , v
′
i,log k such that for each j ∈ [w], the j-th bits of the
log k strings encode the binary representation of hj(ui).
Next, we post-process the binary representations into indicator vectors. That is, we will compute a kw-
bit string vi, stored in k words, that encodes for each of the kw counters, whether ∆i needs to be added to
it. This can be done in O(k log k) time: For each b ∈ [k], a w-bit string indicating if hj(ui) = b for each
j ∈ [w], can be computed by doing O(log k) bit-wise ANDs and negations.
After such transformation, we compute the changes to the kw counters. More specifically, the l-th
counter needs to increase by
∑
i: the l-th bit of vi = 1 ∆i. The task is precisely computing the matrix-vector
multiplication of
• a kw by w binary matrix, whose columns are v1, . . . , vw, and
• a w dimensional vector, whose entries are w-bit integers ∆i.
Next, we will use Lemma 2 to compute the product. We first use Proposition 2 to permute the bits in the
matrix and the vector, so that it matches the input format of the lemma, which takes O˜(kw) time. Then,
we apply the lemma, since k < logo(1) n, the product can be computed in O(w1.582) time. At last, we use
Proposition 2 again to permute the bits in the output, so that the l-th word of the output contains the l-th
entry in the product vector, i.e., the change to the l-th counter. We add the product to counters.
The batch update algorithm for w updates runs in O(w1.582) time, and O(kw) space. Finally, the
theorem is proved by applying Proposition 1 for B = w. By applying the word RAMMM versions of
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we obtain the claimed update and query times for word RAMMM.
Both of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 use fast matrix multiplication for small matrices.
Theorem 3. In the word RAMMM model, one can perform w × w × w matrix multiplication over Fq for
q ≤ poly(w) in time O(wω/2+ε) for any ε > 0.
Theorem 4. In the word RAM model, for any p ∈ [0, 1], and any ε > 0, one can perform w×wp×w matrix
multiplication over Fq for q ≤ poly(w) in time
• O(w(1+p)ω/3+ε) ≤ O(w0.791·(1+p)) if p ≥ 1/2,
• O(wω(1,2p,1)/2+ε) if p ≤ 1/2.
The proof of the two theorems are deferred to Section 5. In the next two subsections, we prove Lemma 1
and Lemma 2 respectively.
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4.1 Evaluating c-wise Hash Functions
In the following, we prove Lemma 1.
Lemma 1 (restated). For any constant c ≥ 2, there is a c-wise independent hash family hs : {0, 1}w →
{0, 1} for s ∈ {0, 1}cw, such that given w seeds s1, . . . , sw and w inputs u1, . . . , uw, one can compute w
w-bit strings v1, . . . , vw in O(w1.582) time and O(w) words of space, such that vi stores the w hash values
of ui, i.e., the j-th bit of vi is equal to hsj (ui) for all i, j ∈ [w]. Moreover, the running time can be reduced
to O(w1.187) on a word RAMMM.
Proof. We use the following c-wise independent family hs: given input u ∈ {0, 1}w, first generate a vector
g(u) ∈ Fcw2 such that for any c different u1, . . . , uc ∈ {0, 1}w, the corresponding vectors g(u1), . . . , g(uc)
are linearly independent; then we take the seed s also in Fcw2 , and let
hs(u) := 〈s, g(u)〉 .
Note that hs is c-wise independent, because for any u1, . . . , uc ∈ {0, 1}w, and y1, . . . , yc ∈ {0, 1}, we have
Pr
s
[∀i, 〈s, g(ui)〉 = yi] = 2−c,
due to the linear independence of {g(ui)}.
Suppose such g(u) can be computed efficiently, then evaluating all hsj on all ui becomes to compute a
matrix multiplication over F2: Let S be a w by cw matrix, where the j-th row is sj for all j, and letX be a
cw by w matrix, where the i-th column is g(ui) for all i, then the (j, i)-th entry of the product matrix SX is
exactly the inner product 〈sj , g(ui)〉, i.e., hsj (ui). By Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, SX can be computed in
O(w1.582) time on a word RAM, or O(w1.187) time on a word RAMMM.
Next, we give a construction of g(u) with the above c-wise linear independence property, and show that
it can be computed efficiently. We first view u ∈ {0, 1}w as an element in F2w , encoded in a canonical
form. That is, we fix any irreducible degree-w polynomial Q(z) ∈ F2[z], and store it explicitly in memory.
Suppose u = (u(0), u(1), . . . , u(w− 1)), we view it as the polynomial u(0) +u(1)z+ · · ·+u(w− 1)zw−1
in F2[z], which is an element in F2[z]/(Q) ∼= F2w .
We define g(u) := (1, u, u2, . . . , uc−1), where each ui is computed in F2w and uses the above encoding.
Thus, g(u) can either be viewed as a vector in Fc2w or a vector in Fcw2 . Note that in both views, adding two
vectors yield the same result (both are bit-wise XOR). By the fact that Vandermonde matrices have full rank,
for any different u1, . . . , uc, and α1, . . . , αc ∈ F2w that are not all zero, we have
α1 · g(u1) + · · ·+ αc · g(uc) 6= 0.
In particular, it holds for any α1, . . . , αc ∈ {0, 1} that are not all zero, which implies that g(u1), . . . , g(uc)
are linearly independent as vectors in Fcw2 . Finally, by Proposition 3, each g(u) can be computed in O˜(c)
time. This proves the lemma.
4.2 Matrix-Vector Multiplication
In this subsection, we prove Lemma 2.
Lemma 2 (restated). Given as input a matrix A ∈ {0, 1}w×w and a vector v ∈ Zw of w-bit integers,
one can compute the product Av in O(w) words of space and time O(w1.582) on a word RAM, and in time
O(w1.187) on a word RAMMM.
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Proof. First, construct the matrix B ∈ {0, 1}w×w, whose entry B[i, j] is the jth bit of v[i] when written
out in binary; in particular, v[i] =
∑w
j=1 2
j−1B[i, j]. Next, use the given algorithm to compute the product
C := AB over Fq. Note that since q > w and the entries of A and B are all in {0, 1}, it follows that C is
also the product of A and B over Z. Finally, output the vector v′ ∈ Zw given by v′[i] = ∑wj=1 2j−1C[i, j].
To see that it is correct, note that:
v′[i] =
w∑
j=1
2j−1C[i, j]
=
w∑
j=1
2j−1
(
w∑
k=1
A[i, k]B[k, j]
)
=
w∑
k=1
A[i, k]
 w∑
j=1
2j−1B[k, j]

=
w∑
k=1
A[i, k]v[k],
which is exactly the desired output. The bottleneck of the running time is to compute the matrix product
AB, which by Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, has the claimed running time.
4.3 Faster query time
In this subsection, we describe how to obtain log1+o(1) n extra query time. Again, we use Proposition 1. The
idea is to set the buffer size B to be smaller, so that B updates can be handled in log1+o(1) n time. Hence,
the worst-case update time is (log1+o(1) n)/B. To this end, let θ be a positive number such that w×wθ×w
matrix multiplication can be computed in w1+o(1) time. By Theorem 4, we can set θ > 0.156, according to
the current best rectangular matrix multiplication algorithm. We set B = logθ n.
A similar argument to the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the problem reduces to evaluating log n c-wise
hash functions on logθ n points, as well as computing a matrix-vector product, where the matrix is a 0-1
matrix of size (k log n)× logθ n, and the vector has dimension logθ n and (log n)-bit values. Finally, similar
to the proofs of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, both problems can be reduced to computing log n× logθ n× log n
matrix multiplication, which takes log1+o(1) n by the definition of θ. This gives us an algorithm with update
time O(log0.844 n), and extra query time log1+o(1) n, proving Theorem 2. We omit the rest of the details.
Theorem 2 (restated). For any problem that admits a lin-skt(k, c, T ) linear sketch solution, where k <
logo(1) n is a power of two, and T = O(log n), there is an algorithm that
• uses O(k log n) words of space,
• has worst-case update time O(log0.844 n), and
• additive extra query time O(log1+o(1) n)
on a standard word RAM with word-size w = Θ(logn), where the exponent 0.844 ≈ 1− α/2, and α is the
current dual matrix multiplication exponent.
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5 Fast Matrix Multiplication
5.1 Tensor Rank and Matrix Multiplication
In this section, we show how to take advantage of the word RAM model to speed up matrix multiplication
when the dimensions of the matrices are polynomials in the word size w. We begin by reviewing useful
notation related to fast matrix multiplication algorithms.
Let F be any field, a, b, c be any nonnegative real numbers, n be any positive integer, and X =
{xi,j}i∈[na],j∈[nb], Y = {yj,k}j∈[nb],k∈[nc], and Z = {zi,k}i∈[na],k∈[nc] be three sets of formal variables.
The rank of na × nb × nc matrix multiplication over F, denoted RF(〈na, nb, nc〉), is the smallest integer r
such that there are values αi,j,`, βj,k,`, γi,k,` ∈ F for all i ∈ [na], j ∈ [nb], k ∈ [nc] and ` ∈ [r] such that
r∑
`=1
 ∑
i∈[na],j∈[nb]
αi,j,`xi,j
 ∑
j∈[nb],k∈[nc]
βj,k,`yj,k
 ∑
i∈[na],k∈[nc]
γi,k,`zi,k
 = ∑
i∈[na],j∈[nb],k∈[nc]
xi,jyj,kzi,k.
(1)
Proposition 4. [BCS13, Proposition 15.1] For any positive real a, b, c and field F, suppose there is a t > 0
and an algorithm, in the arithmetic circuit model, which performs na × nb × nc matrix multiplication over
the field F using nt+o(1) field operations. Then, for every ε > 0, there is a positive integer q such that
RF(〈qa, qb, qc〉) ≤ qt+ε.
We define ωF(a, b, c) := lim infq∈N logq(RF(〈qa, qb, qc〉)). It is known (and we will show below in
Theorem 5) that na × nb × nc matrix multiplication over F can be performed in O(nωF(a,b,c)+ε) field oper-
ations. Although ωF(a, b, c) may differ depending on the field F, all known constructions achieve the same
value for all F, so we will typically drop the F and simply write ω(a, b, c) as in past work. We also write
ω = ω(1, 1, 1). We note a couple of simple properties:
• for all a, b, c, d ≥ 0 we have ω(d · a, d · b, d · c) = d · ω(a, b, c).
• ω(a, b, c) = ω(b, c, a) (or more generally any permutation of the three arguments) by the symmetry
of the right-hand side of (1).
5.2 New algorithms for small matrices
We now show how to design faster algorithms for multiplying small matrices, whose dimensions are polyno-
mials in the word size w of the word RAM model. Our algorithm only slightly modifies the usual recursive
algorithm for fast matrix multiplication by making use of a more efficient base case.
We state our result over the field Fp for p ≤ poly(w), but it generalizes to any field where operations
can be performed efficiently in the word RAM model.
Theorem 5. Let p ≤ poly(w) be any prime number. Suppose, for some nonnegative real numbers a′, b′, c′,
that there is an algorithm which performs wa
′ × wb′ × wc′ matrix multiplication over the field Fp in time
M(w). Then, for any nonnegative real numbers a, b, c, and any ε > 0, there is an algorithm which performs
wa+a
′ × wb+b′ × wc+c′ matrix multiplication over Fq in time O(M(w) · wω(a,b,c)+ε).
Proof. We design a recursive algorithm which, for all positive integers n, performs (nawa
′
) × (nbwb′) ×
(ncwc
′
) matrix multiplication over Fp in time O(M(w) · nω(a,b,c)+ε). As the base case, when n = 1, such
an algorithm is assumed to exist.
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For the recursive step, let q be the positive integer (constant) which is guaranteed to exist by Proposition 4
such thatR(〈qa, qb, qc〉) ≤ qω(a,b,c)+ε =: r, and using the notation of subsection 5.1, let αi,j,`, βj,k,`, γi,k,` ∈
F for i ∈ [qa], j ∈ [qb], k ∈ [qc], ` ∈ [r] be the corresponding coefficients in the rank expression.
Let A be the input matrix of dimensions wa
′
na×wb′nb over F, andB be the input matrix of dimensions
wb
′
nb ×wc′nc over F. First, we partition A into a qa × qb block matrix, where each block is a wa′(n/q)a ×
wb
′
(n/q)b matrix; call the blocks Ai,j for i ∈ [qa], j ∈ [qb]. Similarly we partition B into a qb × qc block
matrix, where each block is a wb
′
(n/q)b×wc′(n/q)c matrix; call the blocks Bj,k for j ∈ [qb], k ∈ [qc]. The
algorithm first computes, for each ` ∈ [r], the linear combination
A′` =
∑
i∈[qa],j∈[qb]
αi,j,`Ai,j ,
and the linear combination
B′` =
∑
j∈[qb],k∈[qc]
βj,k,`Bj,k.
Since q is a constant, this takes O˜(na+b/w1−a−b + nb+c/w1−b−c) field operations. (More details here??)
Next, for each ` ∈ [r], the algorithm computes the wa′(n/k)a × wc′(n/k)c matrix C ′` := A′` × B′`,
by recursively performing wa
′
(n/k)a × wb′(n/k)b × wc′(n/k)c matrix multiplication. By the inductive
hypothesis, this requires O(r ·M(w) · (n/q)ω(a,b,c)+ε) = O(M(w) · nω(a,b,c)+ε) time.
Finally, for each i ∈ [qa] and k ∈ [qc], the algorithm computes the linear combination
Ci,k =
r∑
`=1
γj,`C
′
j ,
in total time O(na+c/w1−a−c). These are the blocks of the wa′na × wc′nc matrix C which we output.
We can see these are correct from the definition of the rank expression (equation (1) in subsection 5.1): if
we substitute in Ai,j for xi,j and Bj,k for yj,k in (1), then from the left hand side of (1) we see that Ci,k
is the resulting coefficient of zi,k, and from the right hand size of (1) we see that that coefficient is indeed∑
j Ai,jBj,k, which is the correct i, k block of the output matrix C.
To see that the O(M(w) · nω(a,b,c)+ε) running time for the recursive step dominates the other terms
O(na+b/w1−a−b), O(nb+c/w1−b−c) and O(na+c/w1−a−c), simply note that, because of the time to read
the input, we have nω(a,b,c) ≥ Ω(na+b +nb+c +na+c), and M(w) ≥ Ω(wa+b−1 +wb+c−1 +wa+c−1).
5.2.1 Word RAMMM model
We begin with the model of computation where matrices which fit into words can be multiplied in constant
time. In particular:
Proposition 5. In the word RAMMM model, one can perform w1/2×w1/2×w1/2 matrix multiplication over
Fq for q ≤ poly(w) in time O˜(1).
Proof. A w1/2 × w1/2 matrix fits into O˜(1) words.
Theorem 3 (restated). In the word RAMMM model, one can perform w×w×w matrix multiplication over
Fq for q ≤ poly(w) in time O(wω/2+).
Proof. Set a = b = c = a′ = b′ = c′ = 1/2 in Theorem 5, combined with the base case from Proposition 5.
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5.2.2 Word RAM model
Lemma 3. In the word RAM model with word size w, for any positive integers da, db, dc, q such that da ·db ·
dc · log(q) ≤ O˜(w), one can compute da × db × dc matrix multiplication over Fq in time O˜(1).
Proof. For a vector v ∈ Fdbq , let ` = dlog2(q)e, and for i ∈ [db], let vi ∈ {0, 1}` be the binary representation
of v[i] (the ith entry of v, with leading zeroes added as necessary). Then, letting g = dlog2(2qdb)e, define
s(v) ∈ {0, 1}gdb to be the string given by s(v) = 0g−`vdb0g−`vdb−1 · · · 0g−`v1. Hence, s(v) is a space-
separated concatenation of the entries of v, and moreover, as an integer it is equal to
∑db
i=1 2
g(i−1) · v[i].
Similarly define sr(v) = 0g−`v10g−`v2 · · · 0g−`vdb .
Notice that for vectors v, w ∈ Fdbq , if we compute av,w := s(v) · sr(w) (as a product over the integers)
then
av,w =
(
db∑
i0=1
2g(i0−1) · v[i0]
)
·
(
db∑
i1=1
2g(db−i1) · w[i1]
)
=
2db−2∑
j=0
2gj
∑
i0−i1=j+1−db
v[i0]·w[i1] =
2db−2∑
j=0
2gjPv,w(j),
where we define Pv,w(j) :=
∑
i0−i1=j+1−db v[i0] · w[i1]. In particular, we know that Pv,w(j), which is a
sum of at most d products of two integers between 0 and q−1, fits in g bits. Hence, av,w is a space-separated
list of the Pv,w(j) for all j. Notice in particular that Pv,w(db − 1), when taken mod q, is exactly the inner
product 〈v, w〉. Since s(v), sr(w) fit in gdb bits, it follows that av,w fits in 2gdb bits.
Next, for any vectors v1, . . . , vda ∈ Fdbq and w1, . . . , wdc ∈ Fdbq , consider the two strings
s(v1, v2, . . . , vda) := 0
gdbs(v1)0
gdbs(v2) · · · 0gdbs(vda),
which has length m1 := 2gdbda, and
sr(w1, w2, . . . , wdc) := 0
m1sr(w1)0
m1sr(w2) · · · 0m1sr(wdc),
which has length m2 := dc(m1 + gdb) = O(gdadbdc). These can be computed using Proposition 2 in O˜(1)
time. Similar to before, the string
a(v1,...,vda ),(w1,...,wdc ) := s(v1, v2, . . . , vda) · sr(w1, w2, . . . , wdc)
is a string of lengthO(gdadbdc) which consists of a space-separated list of avi,wj for all i ∈ [da] and j ∈ [dc].
As above, from this we can extract the inner product 〈vi, wj〉 for all i ∈ [da] and j ∈ [dc], which is exactly
the desired matrix product.
Theorem 4 (restated). In the word RAM model, for any p ∈ [0, 1], and any ε > 0, one can perform
w × wp × w matrix multiplication over Fq for q ≤ poly(w) in time
• O(w(1+p)·ω/3+ε) ≤ O(w0.791·(1+p)) if p ≥ 1/2,
• O(wω(1,2p,1)/2+ε) if p ≤ 1/2.
Proof. When p ≥ 1/2, then applying Lemma 3 with da = dc = w(2−p)/3 and db = w(2p−1)/3, we know
there is an algorithm for w(2−p)/3 × w(2p−1)/3 × w(2−p)/3 matrix multiplication over Fq running in time
O˜(1). Combining this with Theorem 5 with a = b = c = (1+p)/3, a′ = c′ = (2−p)/3, and b′ = (2p−1)/3
yields that w × wp × w matrix multiplication over Fq can be done in the desired running time.
When p ≤ 1/2, we instead apply Lemma 3 with da = dc = w1/2 and db = 1, then Theorem 5 with
a = c = a′ = c′ = 1/2, b = p, and b′ = 0.
Remark 1. When applying Theorem 4 with the best known bounds on ω [Wil12, LG14, GU18], the ‘+ε’
terms in the exponents may be replaced by ‘+o(1)’.
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